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ABSTRACT
Spatial hypertexts are difficult to explain and to share because we have so little vocabulary with which to discuss them. From examination of actual spatial hypertexts drawn from a variety of domains and created in a variety of systems, we may identify and name several common patterns.
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1. SPATIAL HYPERTEXT
Hypertext research rests on the conviction that information is richly structured and that expressing this structure will improve our ability to understand and to use information. Because writers may not immediately grasp the structure of new information, nor will they always wish to take time to express that structure, spatial hypertext seeks to provide fast and informal ways to express inchoate structure and contingent relationships [22] [24].

While people understand their own spatial hypertexts, many find it difficult to understand spatial hypertexts that other people created [28]. To interpret a spatial hypertext requires us to decode how the organization of elements in space reflects the relationships among the things or concepts those elements represent. If our collaborator does not understand how we have set things up, we have few ways to explain it. Yet representing complex, contingent, provisional structure of an incompletely-understood domain is the core goal of spatial hypertext.

I submit that spatial hypertext is difficult to explain and to share because we have so little vocabulary with which to discuss it. A shared vocabulary need not preclude representational or notational innovation. This is not a formal system, but rather an effort to elucidate some features of actual (hyper)texts, with all their ambiguity of construction and openness to interpretation [10].

This paper proposes some elements of a vocabulary of spatial hypertext. This vocabulary is neither exhaustive or prescriptive; these are not the only patterns, nor the best. To call for a shared vocabulary is not to seek to impose a standard, either on the presentation of spatial hypertexts or on their interpretation. I hope, however, that just as “Patterns of Hypertext” [1] may have facilitated discussion of hypertextual link structures, this vocabulary may help us talk more clearly about the structures we find and create in spatial hypertexts.

2. THE PARSING PROBLEM
The earliest spatial hypertext system [24] incorporated a spatial parser that tried to interpret the layout of nodes in space and could use that interpretation to correct accidental errors, to facilitate selection of groups of objects, and to reveal emergent structure.

The initial parser grammar was quite limited – chiefly, horizontal and vertical lists, piles, and clusters. These limitations were appropriate, as at that time no one could have much experience with spatial hypertext. A further consideration was the reaction against premature formalization in systems like Aquanet and SEPIA [35].

The continuity of geometrical space allows contingent or speculative gestures that need not be explicit or even deliberate, and capturing this contingency was rightly seen as crucial to practical use of spatial hypertext in domains that were not thoroughly understood – that is, in precisely those situations where it could be beneficial.

The result, though, was that the spatial parser could not say very much; without a richer visual vocabulary, the parser cannot seem to tell us all of what we want to hear.

3. VISUAL NOTATIONS
Maps, blueprints and schematics project spatial phenomenon into abstract representations. In the work considered here, in contrast, we typically want to represent things that may be entirely non-spatial (like “love” or “requirements for the major”) as well as those that might have a spatial component (like “English 32”, which does arguably exist in space and time, but for which spatial representation is not particularly germane). We occasionally see hypertextually-annotated maps of cities and countries, and locative hypertexts embed hypertexts in physical places [40] [14]. Ron George’s gestures create a symbolic language for representing interaction with touchscreens [13]. Though they are not without interest, these approaches are inherently tied to specific geographies, and we will not further consider such literally spatial organizations.
Other visual representations approach space less literally, mapping abstract properties onto visible coordinates. As early as 1989, Michael Lesk [21] experimented with automatic layout of a collection of books by mapping their Dewey Classification to one Cartesian axis and their Library of Congress Classification to the other. Timelines visualize events in time by arranging their description in space [32]. VITE [18] is arguably the spatial hypertext system most closely concerned with these continuous mappings.

Visual notations can be invaluable for representing well-defined abstract information, as in Whitehead’s taxonomy of links [9], Feynman diagrams, or UML. Our chief interest here is the use of spatial hypertext to represent tentative, inchoate, or intuitive relationships. The classic applications of spatial hypertexts are drawn from the tasks of gathering, analyzing, and pruning information that we often call “taking notes” or, more broadly, “learning,” the ancient practice of using external media to improve memory, promote reflection, and gain understanding [6].

4. VISUAL ATTRIBUTES
In spatial hypertexts, meaning may be carried by words and symbols on the screen, by the placement of objects with respect to other objects, and by the size, shape, color, and other visible attributes of objects both in isolation and in relation to neighboring objects. Some spatial hypertext systems also express conventional links between two objects, or unconventional multi-headed or multi-tailed links among groups of entities. A selection of the most frequently-used visual attributes in one such system, Tinderbox [3], is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Selected visual attributes in Tinderbox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InteriorScale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NameFont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some visual attributes may be derived directly from properties of the underlying object. The size or color of objects might be from their price or due date, or from metadata, such as their read wear or modification date.

In practice, some or all attributes are usually chosen manually by users for various reasons and various audiences. Similarities in position and appearance suggest connection or linkage among objects. Spatial hypertext systems have been most frequently applied for personal note-taking and for coordinating the plans of small groups, and so these connections are often made for the benefit of the user herself – or, more precisely, for the expected benefit the user might derive from the connection at some future time. Thus, a group of notes might be distinctively colored in order to call attention to them when the document is opened, or to ensure that they are not overlooked at some indefinite future review.

In this case, the investment of effort to mark the object is weighed against the future utility of the signifier, and also the likelihood that the user will understand what the signifier means when she returns to it.

5. ELEMENTS OF A VOCABULARY
Over the years, descriptions of spatial hypertext systems have recorded their use in a host of tasks, from competitive analysis to intelligence assessments, from building an art portfolio to composing a research paper. In the course of answering technical support queries for Storyspace (starting in 1991) and Tinderbox (starting in 2002) I have had an opportunity to take at least a short glance at hundreds of spatial hypertexts. This sample is unsystematic and anecdotal, to be sure, but it also consists chiefly of actual documents in which people were performing actual work rather than exercises conducted to prosecute an artificial task [5]. Moreover, most of these maps were shared not to impress a researcher nor to demonstrate the creator’s ability, but simply because technical support was required to overcome some obstacle that impeded ongoing work.

These examples, and my own use of spatial hypertexts, suggest a range of elements or patterns of meaning in spatial hypertext. I am here projecting an abstract structure onto documents that were constructed without any intention of abstraction – a list of groceries to buy, an outline of a novel, or notes about language translation software. Even when abstracting a visual vocabulary from my own notes and sketches, I seldom recall intending to express the structure I describe here.

5.1 Pair
We might begin with two notes that respond to each other. This relationship may be expressed by proximity, or it may be reinforced by an explicit link, by symmetry, or by other forms of visual connection. One green object among a collection of objects of various colors in unexceptional, but two adjacent green objects in a connection. One green object among a collection of objects of various colors in unexceptional, but two adjacent green objects in such a collection may form a conspicuous pair.

Pairs often feature in larger ensembles1. A property list, for example, is a list of attribute-value pairs. Annotation frequently pairs two notes, or pairs a note with a larger structure.

5.2 Balance
Balance pairs two or more notes. Where Pair merely asserts a connection, Balance also asserts a sense of equivalence or reciprocation, a suggestion that the two members of a pair differ in

---
1 The term “ensemble” here means any unified object composed from several notes, what programmers commonly call a composite. The spatial hypertext literature uses composite in the more restricted sense of “a repeated pattern of objects of different type, arranged in a horizontal or vertical list.” [33]
in some respects but, in other respects, hold equal weight or importance.

Balance may be expressed through a pair of identical or reciprocal shapes or by pairing a large, lightweight object with a smaller but denser one. Where two or more objects are situated with respect to a fulcrum, balance may involve both perceived density and distance from the center. This principle of lever arms and the implicit fulcrum is central to modern graphic design descended from the Bauhaus, De Stijl, and Futurism [20].

A Balance often involves ensembles of notes. A Balance involving two ensembles is a Partition of equal or commensurate components.

5.4 Conflict

A conflict represents two or more alternative ideas, plans, or concepts. In its simplest form, we often depict a conflict as a simple, antisymmetric pair. Three or more options may appear as a set of ensembles radiating from a central core issue.

The core need not be explicitly represented. Conflicts usually involve ensembles and a conflict may act itself as an ensemble. Conflicts are often trees, though many trees are not conflicts. The conflict pattern is often central to “mind mapping” applications for decision support [37].

5.5 Alias

Many hypertexts situate nodes within a structural framework such as an overall hierarchy. In such cases, it may be representationally convenient for the same node to appear in two or more places at once, either to support transclusion [30], to avoid premature commitment, or to represent ambiguity.

The presence of an alias creates a connection and, in consequence, a tension between the portion of the map that contains the alias and some other part—often remote and out of sight—that contains the original. Like the link (and the cross-reference in conventional books), the alias represents a jump, leaping outside the current context. Early hypertext theory, influenced by structured...
programming controversies that seemed still unsettled in the late 1980’s, distrusted such jumps, but they cannot be avoided in realistically complex representational tasks and users (though perhaps not implementers) find them straightforward.

### 5.6 Indicator

An Alias repeats the same information in two different places. An Indicator, on the other hand, extracts or summarizes information found in one or more places and presents it in a new context. Aliases transclude; indicators both transclude and transform [3].

For example, at the head of a research proposal that we are sketching, we might place a note that reminds us of a deadline. Other notes might keep track of the total word count, progress in writing each chapter, and alert us to the outstanding research needs of each section, helping us deploy the aid of assistants in meeting the most urgent requirements.

The notes examine properties of other notes or ensembles of notes, extract a specific representation such as a word count or a count of research queries, and then display the summary in new context.

A collection of Indicator notes is a Dashboard. Indicators frequently condense or summarize an pile, list, or tree. When an Indicator appears in isolation, it is often an Exception to the prevailing pattern.

### 5.7 Ensemble

An ensemble collects a group of notes in a structure that lets the reader consider them individually or as a group. The distinction among varieties of ensembles in a hypertext has not always been clearly drawn.

Ensembles may themselves contain ensembles. Indicators are often used to summarize key properties of an ensemble.

### 5.8 Container and Collection

A container or collection aggregates several elements, often establishing a hierarchy, taxonomy, or ontology into which the elements are organized. Unlike clusters (Section 5.14), containers have boundaries or walls. Containers might not always show all of their contents. In Storyspace, for example, [2], containers suppress display of links inside the container, display their contents at reduced scale, and do not display the contents of nested containers at all. Elision helps focus attention while reducing the complexity of layout, especially in a link-rich document.

### 5.9 Set, List, and Sequence

Beyond containers and collections, we often observe aggregates of hypertext nodes such as sets, lists, and sequences.

---

3 The “collection” in VIKI is, in our parlance, a container.
In Fig. 12, a detail from a large VKB project, the proposed reading for a course is organized as a horizontal list (or perhaps a sequence) of topics, where each topic is an aggregate of a headline and a list of research papers.

Lists of ensembles frequently appear even in improvised, informal note-taking, as in the lecture notes recording an oral discussion shown below. Here, the size and placement of notes represent topics and themes developed in the lecture and relate them to each other; often, structure is adjusted or expanded later as the listener gains a better appreciation for the speaker’s rhetorical plans and for the subject at hand.

5.10 Partition

Just as adjacent items might represent a pair, a balance, or a conflict, adjacent lists may represent either a collection or a partition. Partitions divide an ensemble into two or more parts, expressing internal structure while maintaining membership in the larger entity. Partitions may emerge gradually through ad hoc clustering, or they may be cultivated in deliberate campaigns of refactoring and structure discovery.

Partitions are important in the life-cycle of incremental formalization. We frequently observe that a pile or cluster may be cleaned up into a more formal and structured ensemble, and that ensemble itself, eventually growing unwieldy, may in time be partitioned. As additional information is accreted, the initial partitioning is sometimes perceived as unhelpful and the structure reverts to a list or pile, awaiting reorganization along new lines.
5.11 Categorization

Elaborated partitions may ramify into more complex schemes of classification, categorization, and property visualization. Spatial hypertext maps sometimes emulate familiar visualizations such as Venn diagrams, time lines, Gantt charts, and scattergrams. In some cases, these arrangements are merely diagrammatic, but in others, changing the placement of an item may also modify its underlying metadata. The user both envisions the data as they stand and, by rearranging elements, asserts new metadata or corrects old or missing data. Categorization is thus an umbrella term for a variety of structures implicated in representational talkback [41].

5.12 Mirrorworld

Mirrorworlds appear surprisingly often in spatial hypertexts. In a mirrorworld, two or more ensembles of notes are implicitly compared by juxtaposing their elements. The elements need not be in strict correspondence with each other, as they would be in a Pair or a property list. Where the point of a Partition is the permeability of the boundary and the emergence of structure, the boundaries of a mirrorworld are often evident and impermeable and their interest lies not in separating elements from a pile or cluster but in establishing tentative relationships among components.

5.13 Argumentation

Representation of argumentative structure in spatial hypertext has been a conspicuous goal since gIBIS [7] and Sepia [38]. Though Marshall and Shipman’s arguments against formality [35] have convinced most spatial hypertext researchers, gestures toward explicit representation of argumentative structure frequently emerge spontaneously as an expression of the purpose or role of individual links. Related structures frequently appear when writers seek to adapt a story to generic structure (the three-act drama, the musical comedy, the RFC), to coordinate events unfolding across time (PERT charts, flowcharts), or to reason about chains of evidence in support of litigation or legislative deliberation.

5.14 Pile, Cluster, and Tangle

These structures are ensembles with little or no internal structure, or whose internal organization has not yet been elucidated. Physical piles, stacks, and other informal collections of documents play a familiar role in personal information management, and people are surprisingly proficient in their use [27]. A good deal of effort was expended on representing similar ad hoc collections in computer interfaces in the 1990’s, though their adoption may have been inhibited by a 1994 patent [22].
A pile of notes from a VIKI information triage task [25].

A Pile stacks several notes atop each other, so some notes are partially or completely obscured. A cluster simply places the notes close together while setting them apart from other notes. Adornments (Fig. 14) and other decorative elements often delineate and reinforce clusters.

The Tangle [1] is often seen as a failure or anti-pattern, but it might be better conceived as a linked pile or cluster. Like a pile, a tangle is not necessarily unstructured or incoherent. Its structure is not of present interest, and so closer examination of its organization may await future need.

5.15 Missing elements

Though the missing link and feint are familiar link patterns [1], these are sometimes dismissed as creative or artistic indulgences. Missing elements play an important and, frequently, a central role in constructive spatial hypertext. Leaving a gap in a list or sequence is a straightforward way to suggest that a structure is incomplete, or to group members of a list into preliminary or speculative sub-categories.

5.16 Exception

Exceptions highlight elements that require closer attention or additional investigation. Exceptions might highlight apparent outliers, observations that are not completely trusted, items that might have been mistakenly classified, assertions that ought to be pondered, or tasks for which deadlines loom.

Exceptions in a spatial hypertext map are most easily expressed through visual attributes that are elsewhere consistent. If most notes are dark, a light-colored note is conspicuous; if most notes are arranged in a regular pattern, a discordant placement calls for attention.

5.17 Avoiding Structure

Spatial hypertext authors sometimes take pains to avoid suggesting the presence of structure by avoiding unintentional alignments and symmetries. In Fig. 20, for example, Robert Brook is preparing remarks for a lecture on the notion of “the gentleman” in historic literature and contemporary life.

6. DYNAMICS

Linkage and composition establish connections among objects in a hypertext, and those connections in turn may facilitate querying the hypertext and computation in (and over) hypertextual structures[3; 16]. We can easily associate computation with hypertext nodes. If
these computations can refer to other nodes in the network and potentially trigger additional computation, a hypertext becomes a complex and distributed computational mechanism.

Hypertexts may themselves interact with other programs, either to present dynamic content or to gather information from the internet. These interactions might themselves trigger further computation. Some parts of a document may synchronize with a cloud-based cache of texts, others may download email messages or course assignment bulletins, and still others may create new hypertext nodes that represent RSS or Atom feeds. Node metadata may reflect the user’s computational environment; for example, a dashboard note might reflect one’s Facebook status or most recent Twitter upload. Other metadata, such as current stock prices or service requests, might be updated autonomously or create new hypertext nodes.

The volatility of collaborative hypertexts has always challenged the user’s ability to grasp a changing document, and the dependence of spatial hypertexts on live feeds and data presents new difficulties: not only may new things appear suddenly, but we may not know the agent or mechanism of their appearance. To respond to this complexity, dynamic systems may organize the data stream autonomously, or provide mechanisms to allow the data to self-organize. The development of Twitter conversations through adoption of the @name convention is one familiar example of such quasi-autonomous organization.

VITE [18] can associate the placement of a note in Cartesian space with the values of its attributes. Moving a note changes its metadata, and changing the metadata moves the note. Tinderbox notes use prototype inheritance [31] to pass data from abstract prototypes to concrete instances or to share it among several instances. Tinderbox prototypes are represented as links, and other link types may, through reference in rule-based constraints, serve to propagate information through the link network. A constraint language can be useful in automatically adapting the layout of a spatial hypertext as new elements are added and old elements are moved or modified [39].

Computational structures familiar from object-oriented frameworks find interesting counterparts in hypertext dynamics. Suppose, for example, we have a set of adornments, and want each adornment to represent a different class meeting (Fig. 8). Entering the date for each individual adornment might be tedious. Instead, we may save the initial date in a special note that acts as a timestamp. Each adornment’s OnAdd action triggers the timestamp’s action; the timestamp in turn sets the date of the adornment and advances its own date to the next class meeting. By moving the timestamp in turn to each adornment, we set each adornment’s date; this is, in effect, an implementation of the familiar Visitor pattern[12].

Conversely, designated regions of the spatial hypertext map may act upon those notes that enter them. Tinderbox adornments and containers possess an OnAdd action to be performed on a note when that note is created inside or added to the container. Often, this action is used to set the initial prototype for newly added notes. For example, the container Weblog Archive might use the action

```
OnAdd: Prototype=Weblog Post
```

to assert that notes in this container are assumed to be weblog posts unless the user specifies otherwise. In this way, the note’s location determines its type.

Tinderbox agents scan the document for notes that satisfy their queries, which may refer to both the contents of the note and to their hypertextual structure [8]. Very often, these agents are used to move notes to a specific container. For example, an agent may move notes marked as “completed” into a bin of completed tasks. Here, the note’s type determines where it should be put.

Additional dynamics appear where the components of the spatial hypertext themselves change in time. A hypervideo may require or prefer distinct patterns of connection, especially since recurrence, while common in print, is uncanny in perpetual video [34]. Social media, moreover, reinforce the liveliness of our data; where once a friend’s representation in our notes would consist mostly of static information and pointers (e.g. telephone numbers), we might now reasonably expect to represent their Twitter timeline, recent photographs, and perhaps their current location. Our own location, in turn, can itself transform the hypertexts on which we are working if the hypertexts provide location-based links.

Dynamic spatial hypertexts remain novel, and their behaviors and capabilities vary radically between systems. Though developing a common vocabulary may require a good deal of additional implementation and experience, I anticipate that this will be an especially fruitful area for research.

7. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

Examination of people’s working documents reveals several common structures that differ in rhetorical intent but that may be represented in similar ways. A pair is not a conflict, though both juxtapose two notes; a partition is not merely a list. A shared vocabulary lets us quickly distinguish our intent, and may let us establish a convenient visual shorthand for expressing the intent, to our collaborators as well as to the system.

This vocabulary of patterns found in spatial hypertexts is not comprehensive or complete. How might we judge whether it is any good? I have used these patterns myself in writing notes, gathering information for articles, planning software releases, and managing a small firm. I have also used them to discuss spatial hypertexts with customers who required technical support or training. These are the terms and the structures I find to be used most often. Reflexive evaluation can be problematic, but its judicious use can sometimes reveal important facets of software behavior that brief and casual encounters will not [11].

We might adopt a critical approach [5] to assess the performance of this vocabulary. Do we observe these structures in actual use? Are the distinctions drawn here helpful? It is worth noting that not all the structures discussed here map cleanly onto the affordances of contemporary software: the distinction between pair, conflict, balance, and annotation is not, for example, baked into Tinderbox or VKB. Critical judgment, then, might indicate whether these four structures are distinct (and perhaps merit native software support) or whether we are here splitting ontological hairs (suggesting that all four might then be lumped together).

As I speculated above, a richer vocabulary of spatial hypertext could facilitate the use of automatic spatial parsers by giving the parsers would have a wider range of structures to propose and discuss. It is important to remember, however, that meaning does not lie exclusively in the layout or, indeed, on the page. To know whether a group of notes represent a list or a sequence, we may need to look at (and understand) the notes. Recognizing potentially ambiguous patterns (for example, pair, conflict, and balance)
well as accidental imposition of unwanted structure (for example, when a group of unrelated notes are mistakenly interpreted as forming a list), we may ultimately devise notational conventions to clarify the writer’s intention.

This vocabulary is not proposed as standard, either for the presentation of spatial hypertexts or for their interpretation. Hypertext has long been plagued by calls for premature standardization. By sharing elements of terminology, however, we may more readily discuss interchange and more quickly identify the facilities offered by innovative tools. Understanding the distinctions among patterns that might easily be mistaken for each other – for example, whether two clusters form a partition or simply happen to be adjacent – could easily lead us to develop conventional notations to help clarify our intent.

A shared vocabulary of spatial hypertext, however flawed or incomplete, helps us explain our hypertexts to colleagues and collaborators. Recent work on distributed version control for shared spatial hypertext [29] makes this need more urgent, but even in face-to-face collaborations across a shared screen, we need richer and more accurate ways to propose suggestions or explain changes. The development of multi-touch tablets and tables, as well as ubiquitous computing and augmented reality techniques, suggest a variety of new modes of collaboration for which we will need, at minimum, some way to ask or collaborator to write or revise those parts of the spatial hypertext we don’t wish to undertake ourselves, and the more clearly we can describe those parts, the more pleasant our work may be.
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